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Dear volunteers,
Your upcoming experience of the European Voluntary Service (EVS) is certainly going
to be one of the most adventurous and personality enriching period in your life. You
are far from your home now, living in Lithuania, experiencing Lithuanian culture and
style. Thank you for supporting us, the community with your work!
By being an international volunteer you will definitely learn a lot of new, useful or
interesting things and experience both, the bright and dark side of the local cultural
you are moving in. You also will have, a lot of work to do, a lot of responsibilities and
surely, you will face great moments of success shared with others. Being a member of
the large family of EVS’ volunteers makes you a part of positive change in Europe and
further. Take care, learn, share, enjoy everything and don’t forget to live and let live!
We want to express our gratefulness to you for dedicating a part of your life and
knowledge for improving our background! We hope you won’t meet any obstacles
on your EVS period, but we want to be close to you, to present to you few useful tips
about volunteering and living in Lithuania.
Enjoy reading and don’t forget being a volunteer for European Union is a unique and
amazing opportunity.

Cover design:
Andrius Bečys

Print:
Vilnius/Lithuania, 2011

This Guidebook was published with support of Youth in Action Programme.

Good luck!
Aida and Mohamed
(X) volunteers in Culture center “In Actio”
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m...

Volunteer’s ﬁrst impressions!
Everybody has a first look and a first impression when is coming somewhere, right?
You can change your opinion and after a while you can feel better or worse in a place,
in a community. For some can be easy, for others can be hard to be far from home or
to live in a foreign environment, cultural background, in a different climate. For some,
can be interesting and you can just want to know more and more about everything
connected with the new space…
So, after some days, I think we are capable to say something about the Programme
in which we are working, about the place we are living in, about the people who
surround us, about our own feelings, thoughts and experiences.
Some of the volunteers who worked in Lithuania have some words for you about how
they felt this country. Enjoy your time reading funny and useful comments!

A Lithuanian opinion about Lithuania(ns):
Marija Živilė Juonytė:
You know it’s very hard to value Your own country...
Lithuania has a rich history, the oldest university in Central-Eastern Europe, ancient and
beautiful language.
Lithuanians are friendly and intelligent, 70 % of Lithuanians speaks at least one foreign
language (most of them Russian). However, they need some time to open their minds to
other people.
We have a saying that ‘Lithuanian is happy when neighbour’s fence is on fire!’ This means
being jealous when the others are doing fine and the opposite, but I guess that happens
everywhere... Also, Lithuanians might be intolerant. But, generally, our culture is very nice
and you have nothing to lose being here! Enjoy your time!

Foreign opinions:
Mohamed Ragab (Egypt):
My first days in Lithuania were very great. I was under the impact of Lithuanian nature’s
magic, green spaces were everywhere and people were very nice. Of course, in the beginning
things were different from my country and I needed to take my time, but it didn’t take too
long to adapt to Lithuania.
The first weeks were in July and August and it was hot like home, so I wasn’t bothered by the
weather as I expected. I met my roommate and then our mentors and we spent the first days
exploring Vilnius. It was in my point of view very empty comparing to crowd in Alexandria,
especially because it was summer and all students were in the hometowns.
I found the Lithuanian language, in my first days, very hard language, but after some time I
found it not that hard anymore.
I visited awesome Trakai and enjoyed partying with my new friends. The feelings inside me
were opposite: I wanted to go home to my friends and my old life and on the other hand, I
started falling in love with Lithuania and my new friends.
Charlotte Walta (Germany):
First days here: frightened, but trying to make the best out of it; excited; liked my co-workers
immediately; positive view on Lithuania.
Now: Still enjoying my work, but I need some “brain-work”; all people at work are really nice;
if I couldn’t speak Lithuanian it would be a catastrophe to be here; more negative view on
Lithuania: if I were Lithuanian, I’d emigrate, maybe it’s also because of the weather...;
Views on Lithuanians:
My first impression: hospitable and excited about people who speak their language; obliged
to follow directions from above blindly; belonging to a family is important -> you can get a
job at your relatives’ even if you are good for nothing; older people automatically assume
that they know everything better than the younger (maybe everywhere similar, but in
Germany people let me finish my sentences)
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Lithuania! Asia or Africa?

Actually it is in Europe, a small peaceful country in the north east of Europe and one
of the 3 Baltic countries, from the East and the South East there is Belarus, Latvia at the
North, Russia and Poland from the South West and the Baltic Sea is on the West.

Basic Information:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Vilnius is the capital and the biggest city, and then comes Kaunas, Klaipeda and
Šiauliai.
Lithuania is divided to 10 districts and they being called according to them
capitals.
Lithuania has 5 cities with population more than 100.000 (Vilnius - population
is 584.000; Kaunas - population is 424.000; Klaipėda, the port city, - population is
205.000; Šiauliai - 147.000; Panevėžys - 132.000).
Lithuanian language is the formal language in the country and usually it is called
“The Baltic language”, but there are some other languages like Russian and Polish
language and these languages are used by the Russian and Polish minorities in
the country.
More than 3 million people consider the Lithuanian language as their mother
tongue.
The Lithuanian written appeared only in the16 century.
Christian Catholic is the main religion in Lithuania besides Orthodox and Jewish
minority.
Population is almost 3 million.
Internet Code is (lt.).
Calling code is (+370).
Currency is “Litas”.
Government is Semi - Presidential Republic.
National day is 16 February and 11 March.

Dear volunteers,
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About our host organization
– Culture center ‘In Actio’
and what we followed during our EVS ...
We want to help young people to have a possibility to express their selves in different
kinds of projects, not only in Lithuania, but also abroad, because we want to promote
mobility within and beyond the EU borders, non-formal learning and intercultural
dialogue, and encourages the inclusion of all young people, regardless of their
educational, social and cultural background.
Our organizations focus on the involvement and initiatives of young people to social
life. The target group is all young and active people.
The key object is to develop a responsibility, initiative and motivation of young,
creative and active people, who are living or working in Lithuania. We also want to
promote intercultural learning and to increase youth work, to stimulate international
cooperation through the youth organization, to increase understanding of cultural
diversity within and beyond the EU borders.

Because we are working with all kind of people, everybody is welcome here! You are
now working with us, inside our organization.
We promote, organise and co-ordinate voluntary, educational and practical activities
for young people in the social, environmental and other fields. The basic goal of our
work is to promote the ideas of voluntary service.
Make sure you are informed with your host organization’s goals and ideology, so you
can follow activities and not only take from your host organization and people around
you, but also give!!!
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History

Geography and Climate

Lithuanians history is very rich and Lithuania played a major rule in the Baltic area.
During the period 1236-1263, Duke Mindaugas united the Lithuanian lands and
embraced Christianity for political reasons and became the first and only king in
Lithuanian history.
Grand Duke Gediminas who ruled the country from 1316 to 1341 started to expand
the borders of Lithuania into the land of eastern Slavs and he founded the modern
capital of the country “Vilnius”.
Grand Duke Vytautas who ruled from 1392 to 1430 united Lithuania and Poland, in
1410 he fought against the German army and defeated them in “Grünwald battle”, after
then he started to add more territories to Lithuania and expand Lithuanian lands till
the Black Sea.
On the 18th century, Lithuania had wars with the Swedish and the Russian empires
and lost most of its territories against the Russian and on the 19th century, Napoleon
was received in Lithuania as liberator in the war against Russian empire and after
the Russian reclaimed Lithuania again, the Lithuanians revolted against the Russian
occupation, but the revolution failed and Lithuania stayed in their hands till the First
World War when Germany conquered Lithuania in 1917. After the end of the First
World War, Lithuania was established for the first time as an independent state on 16
February 1918. From that date till the end of the Second World War, the Germans and
the Russians were overtaking Lithuania, until the Soviet Union reclaimed Lithuania as
a Soviet Union state in 1945 and stayed so until 1990.
In 1991, Lithuania becomes a full member of the United Nations and declared
independent from the Soviet Union. Lithuania becomes a member of the European
Union on 2004 and a full Schengen area member on 21 December 2007.

Lithuania lies on the Baltic Sea and Klaipėda is the only port of the country.
The country has around 99 kilometres of sandy coastline and only 38 kilometres of
them face the Baltic Sea.
The longest river in the country is Nemunas and it is used for navigation.
About 30% of Lithuania is covered by forests, there are many rivers and lakes in
Lithuania and it has a big spare of water.
The hottest month is July and the coldest months are January and February. They have
a mild summer, rainy autumn, the winter is cold and spring is warm and fresh.

Extreme temperatures in Lithuania (°C)
Month

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

Temperatures +12.6 +16.5 +21.8 +28.8
Temperatures

-40.5

-42.9

-37.5

-23.0

May
+34
-6.8

Jun

Jul

Aug

+35 +37.5 +36
-2.8

+0.9

-2.9

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

+32

+26

+18

+15.6

-6.3

-19.5

-23

-34
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From Vilnius to...

Welcome to Lithuania!
London

1730 Km

Athena

1880 Km

Riga

260 Km

Berlin

830 Km

Prague

910 Km

Warsaw

390 Km

Vienna

940 Km

Helsinki

620 Km

Reykjavik

2330 Km

Tokyo

8195 Km

Beijing

6509 Km

Madrid

2660 Km

Chicago

7555 Km

Rome

2500 Km

Cairo

2778 Km

Jerusalem

3500 Km

Tallinn

530 Km

Paris

1720 Km

Hamburg

1005 Km

Moscow

800 Km

Jakarta

10028 Km

Oslo

1050 Km

We, human beings are all different in many ways. Here you will meet differences in
cultural, social and ethnic background. You will interact with people who have different
lifestyle and values. You will meet different viewpoints, ideas and behaviour. We hope
you will manage discovering how to live and interact with differences creatively!
The European Voluntary Service (EVS) of the European Union offers a unique
opportunity to meet personal and cultural challenges that can be found in Lithuania.
The EVS programme provides a safe and supportive structure and the financial help
needed by you. We are glad you front the fear to travel, to work, live in our country,
a different cultural environment than in your home countries, acquire knowledge,
improve your skills, undergo personal changes and spend great time!
Living and working in a foreign country can bring a lot of challenges and adventures,
when you are trying to adapt yourself to their style and way of doing everything. Often
amazing, sometimes frustrating, but unforgettable, the daily surprises and living will
have an important and obvious effect on you, while you are here and of course, after!
It has been often noticed that even after having read a lot about cultures and living
style, you can meet surprises. Being a foreigner and a volunteer here creates plenty of
confusing situations for which we believe some cultural background information and
practical advice would be helpful to avoid problems and difficulties in daily life.
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Volunteering
EVS is a part of the Youth in Action Programme set up by the European Union‘s
Commission. The project allowed you (because you are between 18–30 years) to
become a volunteer in another country for a specified period, normally between 2–12
months. The service activities can be, for example, in the field of environment, arts
and culture, activities with children, young people or the elderly, heritage or sports
and leisure activities. Each project has three partners, a volunteer - you, a sending
organization - the organization from your country and a host organization - the
organization from Lithuania (in some projects there is also coordinating organization).
As far as you know already EVS is non-profit-making and unpaid and last for a limited
period (maximum 12 months).
You have to interact with the local community of his hosting country in order to
increase tolerance and European awareness.
During this learning, working, “EVSing” period you will be supported with different
training programs helping you to face challenges and to multiply the impact and
effect of your volunteering period, by sharing experiences and impressions with other
volunteers.

Therefore, the European Commission established the Pre - Departure Training, the one
you joined or not (but you should have if the time was to your side!), where you can
find out more information about EVS, about common problems, expectations and
where you made some plans. Of course, before coming here and during the time you
will spend here is very important to have a personal preparation. Helping you to adapt
to new life, new conditions, climate and way of working. Of course, everybody will be
next to you, hoping they will succeed in helping you!
The closest persons to you should be the Mentor and the Tutor (supervisor).
Every volunteer is individually connected with these two specific persons. The mentor,
who knows the hosting organization, will help you to find your marks in and integrate
the new environment and to cope with specific difficulties in daily life and at work.
He/she offers supervision and guidance to you through experienced stuff. The mentor
gives you the opportunity to integrate into the local community, to meet other young
people, to socialize, to participate in leisure activities; encourages contact with other
EVS volunteers whenever possible. The Tutor, usually who works for the hosting
organization, gives tasks, supervises and supports your work. You should refer as often
as necessary to these two people as they are the appointed support for all work and
living here.
After trying to figure out what is happening in the new country, environment, of
course we come to sustain you and we are organizing the On - Arrival Training (OAT).
The main aims of OAT are to make volunteers familiar with their new environment, the
cultural particularities of our country and to reconsider your motivations!

This training session allows you to reflect on your first impressions and to determine
what you would like to achieve during your EVS and how. During that training session,
you should indicate your first problems concerning work, which can be easily solved
with the help and advice of the trainers. In the same way, you have the chance to meet
other volunteers, who are in Lithuania.
After this, you are going back in the place where you are working.
In the middle of your EVS, takes place Mid - Term Meeting (MTM). The goal of this
meeting is to offer some space and time out of your hosting places to discuss the
evaluation of the EVS projects in general and to exchange experience with other
volunteers.
There you have a great opportunity to discuss about conflict situations in the living
and working environment, you can discuss about what you achieved in this period,
which are your impressions about being a volunteer, about living in a foreign country,
how you faced the cultural differences. More than this, you will have some time and
space to reflect on your own personal and professional achievements and to plan your
future objectives. Intercultural learning and conflict management are also pointed in
MTM. The trainers will help you to understand better what is going on, to establish
some plans for after EVS period, you will have discussions about reintegration, the
moment when you are going back home.
Any kind of these meetings is a necessary, good and useful experience! You meet new
people, learn new things and discover cultural features.
Now, it passed half of your EVS period. You should start little by little to see what you
have to do more, to finish your tasks, to think about the next period in your life.

At the end of your EVS period, you have the Final Evaluation of the EVS Activity (FE).
This is to evaluate the entire period you spent as a volunteer.
This evaluation is supposed to be conducted with the sending organization, but it is
recommended to evaluate also with the hosting organization. The evaluation should
address aims, objectives and expectations and scrutinize the working experience
and newly gained skills, the personal contribution to the host organization and
local community, as well on a personal support and care of the host and sending
organizations. Time is also spent on your reintegration in your own country (if you go
home after EVS period).
In this time, you can meet also some troubles because of the cultural differences,
different people, country, clime or schedule. One of the main factors that bring troubles
is the understanding with the people from the hosting organization. You have to be
open to new situations, new way of organizing.
When you have some problems, when you need something or you want to share, just
speak clear and understandable. Make clear your wish and point of view. This is the
easiest and the best way to get what you need.
Volunteering is one of the most effective instruments for young people’s nonformal education. Through volunteering, you can acquire new knowledge, skills and
competences. In the same time, being exposed to intercultural challenges and new
personal experiences, you expand your horizons, learn more about yourselves and
grow as human beings. It can be the most interesting experience of yours as a young
person!
All things, which will happen, will help you to understand the world, the people better;
will help you to grow beautiful!
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The rights of a volunteer:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

You have the right to an explanation concerning the grant received by the
organization and the use of this grant for the benefit of your project;
You have the right to a language course;
You have the right to adequate training to enable you to carry out the agreed
tasks and the right to attend the on-arrival and middle-term seminars offered by
the National Agency;
You should have adequate supervision related to your tasks by the local hosting
organization in the project;
You should not be forced to participate in activities against your convictions
which were not previously agreed before;
You have the right to free board and lodging;
It is possible for you to end your project for a good reason, after having consulted
your sending organization, host/coordinating organization and National Agency.

Responsibilities:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

You are expected to respect the organizational policy of the hosting
organization;
You have the responsibility to remain in the project for the agreed duration unless
there is a good reason for you to leave the project;
You have a responsibility towards the host organization and you should show
willingness to adapt your surroundings and to carry out agreed tasks. While you
will be involved in interesting activities, some of the tasks can be routine, but
important to the running of the organization;
You have the responsibility to seek guidance when necessary. If you have a
problem, you should discuss it with your tutor as the host organization can only
act when it is aware of a problem;
You are expected to frequently meet your tutor;
You should report serious difficulties to the National Agency;
You have to take good care of the accommodation that has been provided for
your use;
You must attend all activities foreseen by the Programme and the events
organized by the National Agency, in order to learn, share your difficulties and to
exchange your experiences.
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Skanaus! – „Enjoy your meal!“

Culture and Art

“ Food is the last thing you will lose from your culture and the last thing you will accept
from the other cultures “ said a friend of mine before my travel to Lithuania, but it
didn’t take too long for me to like Lithuanian food.

Lithuanian culture is very related and attached to their nature. You can feel it in their
folk music, traditions and celebrations and that is because about a half of Lithuania is
full of forests and lakes.

The Lithuanian cuisine is very opened to other cuisines specially Polish, Hungarian,
Arabic, French, and Italian.

Around 70% of Lithuanians live in the cities and 30% lives in the countryside and most
of the youth are moving to the 5 biggest cities for studying in universities or to work.

Lithuanians use the nature ingredients of their country: bread, vegetables, berries and
mushrooms, fruits, meat and dairy products.

Lithuania has a nice folk art especially woodcarving and weaving contributing to the
growth of Lithuanian artistic development. Folk music also had a great influence on
the development and choral singing also, especially in festivals.

Lithuania has a very big collection of bread products, even „Gira“, national drink is
made from bread.
Mushrooms and berries also are important in the Lithuanian cuisine, Lithuanians
usually go to the forest to pick mushrooms and berries by themselves and also you
can buy from the shops.
Berries are usually used for pies and jam.
“GRYBAI SU BULVĖMIS” is one of the popular meals with mushrooms and it‘s made from
mushrooms, potatoes, sour cream and onion
“ CEPELINAI “ is the national dish and it‘s made from potatoes and meat.
Of course, there are many kinds of soup like “ ŠALTIBARŠČIAI “ or the cold pink soup
and it‘s from vegetables and yoghurt.
One of the most popular desserts in Lithuania is “ ŠAKOTIS “. It‘s made from eggs, milk
and flour and sometimes, chocolate.
When you are in Lithuania you will see some “ KEBAB “ restaurants. It’s a popular fast
food in Lithuania, even it‘s not Lithuanian food and was taken from the Turkish cuisine
and started to spread.
Lithuania has one of the best beers you will ever drink! Very tasty and cheap! But the
best beer is the one home made. It can be found also in pubs.
I sveikata! – Cheers!

Opera and ballet are important elements of the Lithuanian national culture.
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Celebrations

Sightseeing & Places to visit

In Lithuania, there are many festivals and celebrations and here is the calendar of the
events:
1 January: The day of the Lithuanian Flag
6 January: Three Kings Festival
16 February: Lithuanian Independence Day (concerts and orchestra in the capital and
all over the country)
First weekend of March: Kaziukas Fair
11 March: Day of Restoration of Lithuanian Independence (on this day the act of reestablishment of the state of Lithuania was signed – concerts and band parades will
be organized)
April: International Music Festival (all Lithuanian music stars from all over the world
return to perform in Vilnius)
May: Day of Street Music (professionals and amateurs play and sing in the streets and
parks of Vilnius)
May: International Poetry Festival
Last week of May: International Festival of Folk Music
June: Vilnius Festival
23 June: St. John’s Day
1-6 July: World Lithuanian Song Festival (group and individual performances, folklore
and dance and it is held every four years)
6 July: Crowning of King Mindaugas. Day of Statehood
The end of August till the beginning of September: Capital Days (performances, music,
art workshops and a gallery of different national cuisines in Gedimino avenue)
The last week of September: Festival of Autumn (concerts, performances, exhibitions
and fairs)
October: International Music Festival Vilnius Jazz
November: Grand Parade of Musicians
22 November: Feast of Blukas
From the end of November till the middle of January: Winter Festival in the capital
(concerts, performances, exhibitions and fairs)

In Vilnius, the capital of Lithuania, there are too many places to go and many sightseeing
you can visit. In Vilnius, there is one of the UNESCO protected areas and it’s the old part
of the city. Pilies street is the old town’s main street.
Also there are many places you can see in Vilnius like:
Cathedral Square
It’s the most famous place in Vilnius and if you are new in the city you can always set
the meeting place in front of the Cathedral.
Many important characters of the Lithuanian history were buried there, like King
Vytautas and his wife, Anna.
Inside the cathedral, there are more than 40 works of art dating from the 16th through
the 19th century including paintings of various sizes.

Bell tower

Gediminas‘
Tower:

Bell tower:
The bell tower situated opposite the cathedral is the extant tower of the former Vilnius
defence wall and its 57 meters high and it acquires its present look after reconstruction
200 years ago.
Monument
of Gediminas

Gediminas‘ Tower:
Gediminas tower was part of Vilnius castle and it was built to protect the city from
crusaders. The crusaders attacked it eight times, but they could never occupy the
castle of Vilnius.
In the middle of the 17th century, during the war with Moscow, the castle was destroyed
and abandoned for a long time. Recently a part of the castle was reconstructed. The
western tower is called “Gediminas tower”. Gediminas is a symbol of Vilnius.
St. Anne’s
Church

Monument of Gediminas:
Vytautas Kasuba created this monument. Gediminas was the founder of Vilnius and
Trakai and he was also one of the most famous rulers of Lithuania.
St. Anne’s Church
It is considered as one of the most unique churches in Europe. It was built in the 16th
century, in a gothic architecture. Napoleon once said that he wished he could carry
this church to Paris.
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Transportation
Lithuania has a very good network of transportation in the whole country, especially
in Vilnius and other big cities.
Inside Vilnius there is big variety of trolleybuses, buses, microbuses and always you can
order a taxi in anytime of the day and night with a very reasonable prices comparing
to other European countries.
Between cities, there is the eternal question: “Should I take the train or the bus?”
Lithuania has a very nice and comfort trains and very fast and direct buses. You can
choose according to your destination and mood.
Vilnius‘ airport is the biggest in the country and serves almost 2 million passengers
every year. There is also Kaunas‘ airport for low fare flights inside Europe.
In Lithuania, there are very good highways connecting the big 5 cities to each other;
for international travelling there is the European route E67, which connects Warsaw
and Tallinn through Kaunas and Riga.
In Lithuania, there is also a free way of transportation – hitchhiking. You can always try
to find a free ride on the highroads and it‘s mostly safe comparing to other European
countries, especially if you speak some Lithuanian words.

Also you can check these websites for more information about the timing and
directions of buses and trains!

For busses and trolley buses inside Vilnius:
http://www.vilniustransport.lt/lt/
index
This is the formal Lithuanian train’s
site:
http://www.litrail.lt/wps/portal
This site is for ﬁnding places on the
map:
http://www.maps.ltthis
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Where to go tonight?

Sports

If you are interested in nightlife and the soul of adventure and exploring new places
then Lithuania is one of the best choices.
Nightlife in Lithuania is very nice and cheap comparing to the western European
countries; Lithuanians are normally friendly and like to know people from foreign
countries.
There are many options from restaurants, pubs and nightclubs in Vilnius and usually
pubs and clubs have special nights on Friday and Saturday night.
In Vilnius you will find a very friendly atmosphere in any pub with your friends or
you can get to know more people from the pub. Sometimes you can also find some
Erasmus students and even maybe from your country.
In summer, most of the students leave to their cities or even travel out of Lithuania, but
in winter, after the studies begin, there are always at least 2 Erasmus parties per week.
Sometimes parties are in the dormitory of the students and sometimes in clubs, where
the Erasmus students can go to these parties for free and not expensive entrance and
drinks for the regular people.
Some pubs are exclusive for the fans of hard, old rock and metal music and if you are
looking for a quite friendly pub, you can find many pubs in “ Uzupis District“.
There are also clubs in the center and you can check them any night, especially on
Friday and Saturday nights.
About restaurants, we can advice you to go to Pilies street where you can find many
cozy cheap and nice restaurants where you can try some national Lithuanian dishes
or from another countries.

Basketball is the most popular game and they have a very successful team in
Lithuania.
The Lithuanian national team has won the European championship in 1937, 1939
and 2003. In 2010 - World Cup, in Turkey, the Lithuanian team took the third place
and surprised the world with good results. Lithuania‘s team is number 5 in the world
ranking for basketball teams.
In 2011, Lithuania was chosen to host the European championship for basketball from
31 August till 18 September and with the presence of 24 European countries, the
championship will be held in 6 different cities.
After winning the bronze medal in the World Cup 2010, Lithuanians were celebrating
in the streets and squares with participation of many famous artists, who supported
the national team.
After basketball, there is football in popularity and Lithuanians like to watch European
Champions League, Europe League and World Cup.
The big problem in Lithuania is the lack of stadiums and training grounds.
Beside basketball and football, there are other sports like cycling, ice hockey, tennis
and swimming.
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Lithuanian Words:
Hi = labas
Good morning = labas rytas
Good day = laba diena
how are you doing? = kaip sekasi?
Thank you = ačiū
Please = prašom
Sorry = atsiprašau
Yes = taip
No = ne
How much? = kiek?
Where? = kur?
When? = kada?
Why? = kodėl?
I don’t speak Lithuanian language = aš nekalbu lietuvių kalba / lietuviškai
Do you speak English? = Ar jūs kalbate angliškai?
Café and Restaurant
Tea = arbata
Coffee = kava
Beer = alus
Wine = vynas
Juice = sultys
Soup = sriuba
Vegetables = daržovės
Meat = mėsa
Bread = duona
Milk = pienas
Salad = salotos
Cheese = sūris
chicken = vištiena
fish = žuvis
potato = bulvė
rice = ryžiai
fruits = vaisiai
dessert = desertas
salt = druska
sugar = cukrus
breakfast = pusryčiai
lunch = pietūs
dinner = vakarienė
bill = sąskaita

City Words:

Numbers:

shop = parduotuvė
bank = bankas
train = traukinys
restaurant = restoranas
park = parkas
bar = baras
post office = paštas
library = biblioteka
church = bažnyčia
bridge = tiltas
Street = gatvė
Square = aikštė
Bus stop = autobusų stotelė
Hotel = viešbutis
Hospital = ligoninė
Market = turgus
Café = kavinė
Cinema = kino teatras
Theatre = teatras
Gas station = degalinė

Zero = nulis
One = vienas
Two = du
Three = trys
Four = keturi
Five = Penki
Six = šeši
Seven = septyni
Eight = aštuoni
Nine = devyni
Ten = dešimt
Eleven = vienuolika
Twelve = dvylika
Thirteen = trylika
Twenty = dvidešimt
Thirty = trisdešimt
One hundred = šimtas
Two hundred = du šimtai
Thousand = tūkstantis

Days and time
Day = diena
Morning = rytas
Night = naktis
Evening = vakaras
Monday = pirmadienis
Tuesday = antradienis
Wednesday = trečiadienis
Thursday = ketvirtadienis
Friday = penktadienis
Saturday = šeštadienis
Sunday = sekmadienis
Today = šiandien
Yesterday = vakar
Week = savaitė
Holiday = atostogos
Work day = darbo diena

GUIDEBOOK FOR VOLUNTEERS IN LITHUANIA

Funny/ interesting things you
should know about Lithuania(ns):
•
•

•
•
•
•

For them, all things about their country and behaviour seem normal!
In a family, the members don’t have the same family name. They don’t use “Mr.”,
“Miss.” In front of the name, but as an ending added to the family name. The
endings are different for masculine and feminine and this makes the same name
to become different! Mothers and daughters also have different family names,
because feminine surname also indicates whether the woman is married or not.
Nowadays not always, but usually.
They are cooking the soups with milk.
The numbers for floors start with 1.
They don’t have 24 hours open shops, but they have flower shops, so gentlemen
are my guests!
It is more polite to eat little than a lot when invited (ha-ha, I think it must be the
other way round!) and it is not polite to eat the last piece („maybe someone else
is more hungry than you!“).

General information about Vilnius:
•
•
•
•
•
•

You are NOT allowed to drink alcohol in public places;
You can’t buy alcohol after 10 pm;
The shops close to 10 pm;
The personal from shops doesn’t know English at all;
In the night, the city is very quiet and peaceful.
Buy tickets in the bus. If they catch you, the ticket becomes 100 litas! (40 Euros)

Oh, every time we say goodbye, I die a little!
Every time we say goodbye, I wonder why a little!
Why the gods above me, who must be in the know,
Think so little of me,
They allow you to go!
And when you’re near
There’s such an air of spring about it.
I can hear a lark somewhere begin to sing about it!
There’s no love song ﬁner
But how strange the change from major to minor
Every time we say goodbye!

Be a traveller, not a tourist!
Leave and let die!
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